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Summary

This paper examines how spatial heterogeneity of environmental risk (proximity and importance of mosquito breeding sites) can bias efficacy studies. Specifically, the authors utilized data from a malaria vaccine study to show that estimating the intervention effect of the malaria was biased, especially in situations when the proximity to breeding sites is of high importance to disease risk.

My Review

While this paper does not present any new methodology or strategies for examining intervention efficacy in situations of spatial heterogeneity of environmental risk, it does quantify how drastic this can be in certain cases. All sections besides the results section are presented clearly and logically. However, I think that the results section needs a lot of tuning up. Numbers are thrown in all over the place and it is difficult for the reader to draw big-picture conclusions. Different measurements of the bias are used at different times, and sometimes inappropriate statistics (such as minimum/maximum/range of bias) are used. This section could also be much shorter, and the tables the authors provide say a lot about the specific numbers if a reader is really interested in the details. This paper could be a useful starting place for further analysis on how to conduct efficacy trials when faced with spatial heterogeneity.

Specific Critiques

The author mentions specifics about malaria a lot when the details are not unique to malaria. I think malaria should be brought on later in the paper for the example and not integrated early.

Seems unnecessarily pessimistic at times- saying we will never be able to measure environmental risk but it biases the studies. Where are the suggestions on how to improve this? Also, an explanation of what "important but not measurable" environmental effects are would be helpful. Also. Contrast this with random spatial effects.

In general, the results section is too numerical and wordy. Hard to draw meaningful conclusions out of. The graphs are more helpful. Metrics like maximum/minimum/range bias are hard to
generalize, mean bias would be easier. I would move the tables with long charts of values to the supplement. MSE might not need to be reported for efficacy, rather SR and CR are enough.

The simulation structure is only shown in the one figure. I think it needs more explanation within the paper itself. Also, this is person controlled and not cluster controlled which I think should be mentioned.

In general, clarification and definition of certain epidemiological terms should be more prevalent. For example, treatment effect could either be percent of cases averted or cases that occurred despite the intervention when compared to no intervention. Same with population density, age brackets, protective effect of age, censoring time, etc.
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